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Comment Text : 
-->I have a web site at http://iiic.de/docs/GWomparison.htrn that lists over 
two dozen different methods of neutralizing nuclear waste. I suggest that in 
addition to spending tens of billions of dollars on geologic storage inside 
Yucca Mountain, it seems prudent to spend a few millions of dollars 
investigating alternatives to geologic storage such as those summarized in my 
web site. 

Unfortunately as David Yurth explains in his email copied below, the ROE is 
adamantly ignoring alternatives to geologic storage. In fact the DOE ought to 
be thoroughly investigated for corruption with respect to Yucca Mountain. 

I also include below an email from Dr. Robert Bass where he complains about 
brutal suppression, including murder, by the US Government of alternative 
methods of neutralizing methods. 

I think the DOE should also be investigated for complicity with US 
Government-sponsored terror attacks against nuclear waste mitigation 
researchers. 



Gary C. Vesperman 

From: David G. Yurth [mailto:davidyurth@comcast.netl 

Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2006 5:27 PM 

To: ~STetreault@stephensmedia.coml 

Subject: Remediating Nuclear Waste Materials - UNLV 

Dear Mr. Tetreault: 

After reading your article in the Las Vegas Review Journal entitled "Nuclear 
Project Draws Interest,1r I thought it may be of interest to you to know that 
the DOE has played this game with university and privately funded laboratories 
for many years. Perhaps the most comprehensive review of this subject ever 
undertaken was prepared by Mr. Richard Shamp, President of Nuclear Remediation 
Technologies, headquartered in Hyattsville, Maryland (301) 559-5057. 

Beginning in 1997, NRT and its chief scientist S-X Jin [once the highest 
ranked particle physicist in the People's Republic of China, until he escaped 
to the US in 1994 while addressing the Institute of New Energy symposium in 
Salt Lake City, Utah] have been submitting critical laboratory documents to 
DOE, demonstrating the effectiveness of known technologies used to remediate 
radioactive emissions generated by nuclear fuel waste materials in both solid 
and liquid form. 

After being finessed into providing all the definitive laboratory data to Dr. 
Frank Goldner of DOE'S nuclear remediation division, then-Secretary of DOE 
Spencer Abraham attempted to confiscate, classify and impound NRT1s technology 
while at the same time pretending to be considering providing grant money to 
support its continued development. 

The fact that the technology in question had already been awarded six patents 
[K. Shoulders et all was the only thing that prevented him from succeeding. 
Instead of providing grant funding, Dr. Goldner was instructed to put an end 
to NRT1s pursuit of DOE funding for the development and deployment of its 
technologies. And that is precisely what he did. 

During a conference call held on November 15, 2003, I was informed by Goldner 
that not only did DOE not intend to ever provide any funding to anyone for the 
purpose of remediating radioactive emissions in spent nuclear fuels, he 



.ted that it is and will continue to be DOE'S policy for the next 40 years 
lcapsulate and bury every ounce of high-grade nuclear waste material 
sd in the US under ground at Yucca Mountain. 

:her, he told us that any attempt to obtain any high-level nuclear waste 
2rials for testing by anyone, including government funded laboratories, 
Id be arrested and jailed without access to legal counsel under the Export 
inistration Act. I still don't know what the EAA has to do with remediating 
lioactive emissions, but that is what he said. 

1999, while Elliott Richardson was Secretary of DOE, NRT was awarded a 
.scretionary grant of $2,000,000 for the purpose of advancing its test 
:hedule. The work was to have been undertaken in concert with Dr. George 
iley, physicist in residence at the University of Illinois at 
hampaign-Urbana - Dr. Mileyls laboratory at the Champaign-Urbana campus was 
eve1 2 accredited by DOE, and was therefore acceptable as a test and 
Ievelopment site. However, within less than 90 days after the announcement of 
:he grant had been published, pressure from within the Department rose to such 
sxtraordinary levels that Secretary Richardson was forced to withdraw the 
grant, albeit grudgingly. 

The only similar technology ever contemporaneously developed in the US for the 
remediation of radioactive emissions in high-grade nuclear waste materials was 
developed in the late 1990's by Dr. Paul Brown and his colleagues at World 
Atomics in Colorado Springs, Colorado. After being granted several patents for 
the 'Nuclear Spallation Device' he designed, Brown contracted with several 
Japanese contractors to build three successively powerful prototype versions 
of his device. 

He had them built in Japan because DOE actively intervened more than a dozen 
times to prevent US companies from building it. The problem with Brown's 
device was that it was little more than a small, semi-controlled nuclear 
fission-powered device designed to continuously bombard nuclear waste materia? 
targets with a highly charged gamma ray field. Because it was so dangerous to 
operate, Brown was never able to obtain the necessary State Department or UN 
transport clearances to have it shipped across international waters into the 
US for further testing and development. 

As you may recall, Dr. Brown was killed shortly thereafter under the most 
questionable of circumstances, just as the utility of his nuclear spallatior 
technique was about to be publicly demonstrated in Japan. 

(Only a month before he died, Dr. Brown met with me, Gary Vesperman, and a 
of my business and science associates in Henderson, Nevada to present his 
method of neutralizing radioactive waste. His method is No. 13 in my list I 

methods of neutralizing or disposing of radioactive waste in 
http://iiic.de/docs/GVComparison.htm. A few weeks after Brown's highly 
suspicious fatal car accident, Art Rosenblum also died in a car accident. 
Rosenblum had been enthusiastically promoting Randall Mills' Blacklight PC 



Inc.,s energy source.) 

We have known how to safely remediate radioactive emissions from spent nuclear 
fuels, both liquid and solid, for nearly a decade. We have the test data and 
prototype apparatus to prove it. That data, including all the protocols, 
policies, procedures and experimental design criteria associated with our work 
have been submitted to DOE many times over - Dick Shamp can tell you all about 
it if you want to go to the trouble to ask him - with the net result that DOE 
will not allow the US Postal Service to deliver our proposals any longer. If 
you want to see what is really going on with nuclear remediation, this is a 
very good place to begin. 

Thanks for writing your article - you're about to find out how big Pandora's 
box really is. 

David G. Yurth, Ph.D. 

Director Science and Technology 

Nuclear Remediation Technologies, Inc. 

From: Don Quixote I1 cdonquixote@radix.net> 

To: Sir Arthur C. Clarke <blenheim@sri.lanka.net> 

Date: Saturday, November 25, 2000 8:07 AM 

Subject: A WARNING? My micropellet proposal to Japanese government 

Have 3 people been assassinated because of the Cincinnati Group's discovery of 
a low-energy nuclear transmutation process that can be used, e.g., for 
radioactive waste remediation? 

The original 14 addressees are all editors or investigative reporters 

From: Bass, Robert W (IDS) 

To: Adil Shamoo ; Barbara DelloRusso ; Eugene F. Mallove ; George Miley ; Hal 
Fox ; Jean-Francois Cazorla ; Jed Rothwell ; Jim Wilson ; Mitchell Swartz ; 
Pat Bailey ; Patrick Bailey ; Charles B. Stevens ; Elijah C. Boyd ; Marjorie 
Hecht 

Cc: 'Xing-Zhong Lil 



Sent: Friday, November 24, 2000 6:50 PM 

Subject: My micropellet proposal to Japanese government 

PREFACE: It is readily documented that the CIA and the KGB and the Mossad, 
etc. all have "spraysn which can be sprayed upon someone and cause him to die 
of apparently natural causes. One famous case occurred (not long after Chris 
Tinsleyrs death) in which Mossad agents were caught red-handed spraying a 
Hamas activist in Jordan, and King Hussein told the Israeli Prime Minister 
that if they didn't send the antidote quick there would be hell to pay; but it 
wasn't the Mossad which sent the antidote to Jordan, it was the CIA! (They 
sent a doctor from the Mayo clinic [who had been previously accused of 

being a collaborator with the CIA] to revive the victim.) (The "Hamas 
activist" was apparently Hamas1 Syria-based political chief, Khaled Mashaal. 
As Mashaal lay dying in a Jordanian hospital, King Hussein pressured Israel to 
provide the antidote in return for releasing the Mossad agents. Gary 
Vesperman) 

So much for people who say that political assassinations by democratic 
governments are paranoid fantasies. 

Hal Fox, 

Dr. Li approached me semi-publicly after the American Nuclear Society (ANS) 
meeting, where he heard me talk about the CGrs LENT process. He said that he 
hadn't wanted to spoil my presentation by saying anything negative, but he 
wanted ME to know that he himself did NOT believe the CG claims and that he 
could NOT confirm the claims based on his own experience and that yet he liked 
me and wanted me to know "the truth." (By the way, did you know that Dr. Li 
has 35 Ph.D.ls working for him full-time on cold fusion in China with Chinese 
government support?! ! )  

Dr. Li said that he had gone to your lab in Utah and watched you and Dr. Jin 
run the experiment with a "goodn gamma ray detector. However, he claims that 
when the thorium begins to precipitate out, the solid angle of the detector 
remains unchanged, but the thorium is moving out of that fixed solid angle, so 
that the radioactivity SEEMS to be decreasing but it is a false alarm. 

He said that he took the '!before & after" fluids that you gave him back to 
China and had them tested but with negative results. (But Li did admit that 
the straight-line graph I showed could not be explained by his negative 
assumptions and was "affirmative evidence on the side of the CG.") 

Don Holloman of CG says that the 7-man team of Francesco Celani et a1 in Italy 
tested the CG LENT-1 device so thoroughly that "data reduction" took 37 



volunteer undergraduates "monthsN to complete. In their publication they 
claim that they achieved both complete Itradiometric balance" AND complete 
"chemical balanceg1 of the before-process and after-process results. 

% 

However, Celanils boss died in midlife of alleged "natural causes". And you 
know that Stan Gleeson of the Cincinnati Group seemed to be perfectly well 
when he suddenly died at age 48 of 'la stroke.I1 George Miley told me that when 
at ICCF-8 he asked Celani why he didn't follow through on this type of LENT 
work (which Chris Tinsley was starting in England [having emailed me about 
Stan's open-beaker LENT test1 just before he dropped dead at age -50 of 
"natural causes"), the reply of Celani was: "THREE PEOPLE have died, and I 
don't want to be the fourth!" George Miley thought that Celani was talking 
about radiation-sickness danger, but that is not what Celani has in mind! The 
proof that Celani is open to conspiracy theories is that he is on the masthead 
of the LaRouche magazine and they don't merely suspect conspiracy, they have 
been jailed by a US Government conspiracy! 

Lawrence Hecht shook my hand at the American Nuclear Society meeting after 
having just got out on parole after 5 years of a multi-decades sentence for 
"selling securities without a license" which was not [even] a crime in VA when 
he sold llpolitical loans" to LaRouche supporters but [despite that] the 
Secretary of State of VA (who 2 days later was made a Judge as payoff for her 
cooperation) after studying the matter for 2 weeks decided that Political 
Loans are indeed 'securities.' (One of Hecht's colleagues is still in jail 
[illegally] with a 77-year sentence.) 

The barbaric nature of a 77-year sentence for a technical infraction is 
self-evidently PROOF of evil at work: Pres. George Bush's stockbroker brother 
[Neil Bush of Silverado Bank in Colorado] was REALLY guilty of the same 
infraction, but he was merely fined $1,000 and told to "be more carefuln and 
"don't do it again"! 

I feel that my own life has been threatened in writing, indirectly by the 
British government. Here's why: Nobel Laureate Brian Josephson agreed to show 
at the historic Cavendish Lab the Mallove cold fusion video which I had 
hand-carried to him. Dr. Josephson even published in Gene's Infinite Energy 
magazine a letter saying he was going to show the video publicly! 

But when there was a conference there and many important scientists present, 
suddenly Josephson reneged! He told me in writing that he had first showed the 
video privately to a Very Important Person (I suspect Sir Brian Pippard, J's 
own teacher, after whom TWO buildings at Cambridge are named!); then he, 
Josephson, was Mconvincedu by said VIP that it is "for the bestu that the 
public be "allowed to continue to believe1' that the whole CF/LENR thing was a 
delusion!! I tried to get J to say why he had agreed. He replied (with copies 
of his email to me both to Gene and to Yeong Kim at ~urdue) that it was for 
reasons of military security; 'Ithey" are afraid that terrorists or rogue 
nations will learn how to make vest-pocket H-bombs. 



(This is why physicist Fred Zimmerman of the US State Dept. is helping Park 
with his campaign to outlaw cold fusion meetings.) 

When I replied to J that my own theory of deuterium crystals could be used to 
make llfusion micro-pelletsI1 or lrmicro-bombsll and that I had sent a copy of my 
proposal to the Japanese government before they terminated their NHE program, 
J replied to me that I had better "keep your bright ideas to yourselfw. 

In case I pass away prematurely of "natural causesw I am doing to copy the 
preceding paragraph and send a copy to Gene Mallove and include below a copy 
of my "microbomb" proposal to the Japanese government. My MSD "bright idea" 
which J says I should keep to myself has been spread all over the world by 
Internet since late 1997. So it's too late to suppress the idea by suppressing 
me. 

Best personal regards, 

Bob 
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